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Todd Eggbert 

369 Ocean Street, Charleston, South Carolina 65412 

136-567-8523 

teggbert@email.com 

July 17, 2018 

Mrs. Jennifer Coulson 

Hiring Manager 

Clancy Industrial, LLC 

2543 Waterfront Street, Charleston, South Carolina 65412 

Dear Mrs. Coulson, 

I am interested in applying for the job opening for an instrumentation engineer that your 

company has listed on my South Carolina State University's career development website. Since 

graduating from the university in 2005, I have gone on to get a Master's degree in electrical 

engineering. Currently, I work as an instrumentation engineer for Charleston Industrial Corp, and 

would like to bring my experience and educational background to the team at Clancy Industrial, 

LLC, a company that has a reputation for being innovative and demanding the best of their 

engineers. 

Presently, I am involved in the designing and implementation of Burner Management Control 

systems. I am part of a team of engineers who must work together in order to make sure that our 

machinery and equipment is up to environmental standards set by both the state of South 

Carolina and the federal government. In this capacity, I collaborate frequently with 

environmental engineers and our safety engineers to reduce the amount of waste in our plant's 

daily production. I also work with the fabrication engineers in order to design new prototypes 

that can reduce waste and inefficiency in our plant. 

While in my present position, I have proposed new systems and prototypes that have 

dramatically increased our efficiency ratings. Since I came aboard the engineering team, we have 

never failed an environmental inspection, though the company had a failure rate of 50% prior to 

my employment. I have also managed all of the financial and technical aspects of test jobs that I 

have proposed; the teamwork and coordination required for this have frequently been recognized 

by my superiors. 

My primary skills include an enhanced knowledge of sustainability, energy-efficient 

products, and environmental standards. I am also competent in most computer programs, 

including CAD and Microsoft Office. My areas of teamwork and interpersonal communication 

are highly developed, and I take great pride in my ability to work alongside individuals from a 

variety of backgrounds and educational levels. 



The combination of my experience and my education make me well-suited to join your company 

as an instrumentation engineer. My resume is attached and goes into much greater detail about 

my qualifications. If you would like to discuss them further, please don't hesitate to contact me 

for an interview. We can conduct the interview on Skype if it would be convenient for you. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Eggbert 


